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At KLASSIK, we love productive, relevant collaborations. Our experience is that the best 

relationships come from a place of respect and mutual understanding. That's why we've 

developed these guidelines, so we can all get the best experience possible out of our 

collaboration. 

 

1. All transportation of products from KLASSIK is at the borrower or renter's own expense and 

risk, since many of our furniture pieces and other objects may not be able to be 

reacquired. We also expect that items will be carefully and securely packed, unpacked, and 

transported. We ask that you ensure two people are available to pick up and transport 

items. 

 

2. If our furniture or other objects are unexpectedly damaged while in your care, the 

borrower or renter shall be obligated to purchase the damaged item. 

To a limited extent, KLASSIK may offer to renovate the damaged item in our workshop. We 

will bill the borrower or renter afterwards for the number of hours spent. Our hourly rate 

is 600 DKK. 

 

3. For loaned items, if we are not credited as the loaner of the item, we charge 20% of the 

item's price, excluding VAT. When crediting us in media, we wish to be credited as follows: 

KLASSIK Copenhagen • Bredgade 3, 1260 CPH. K • www.klassik.dk 

(and at minimum, @klassikcopenhagen and #klassikcopenhagen) 

 

4. We highly value your partnership and would love to tell others about it. For this reason, we 

expect to have access to the materials in which our borrowed products are depicted. 

For rentals, we hope that you will share your materials with us, so we can promote your 

work, benefiting both of us. We will only use your materials on our social media and 

website. We will not post anything without your permission. 
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Please send materials and credit lines to niklas@klassik.dk. Indicate the photographer, stylist, 

company, etc., so that we can correctly credit all parties involved. 


